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prompted awareness of women 15-35 who know at least one model agency

THE ELITE GROUP:
A MULTI-CHANNEL FASHION
LEADER

ELITE
MODEL
MANAGEMENT
THE LEGENDARY MODEL AGENCY
Established 40 years ago, Elite is firmly established as the #1 model
agency. Elite made its name by discovering the most famous top
models and turning models into supermodels.

25 AGENCIES WORLDWIDE
300 AGENTS
2,000 MODELS MEN/WOMEN

ELITE MODEL LOOK
Created in 1983, Elite Model Look
is the #1 model search
50 COUNTRIES
800 CASTINGS WORLDWIDE
350,000 CANDIDATES/PER YEAR
Activation across media including
webseries on Hulu, Blinkbox & Youtube ( 2m views );
social media ( 2.2m )

An international TV show watched
by over 166 million people worldwide
in 2013 and 2014

PAST WINNERS
CINDY CRAWFORD
GISELE BUNDCHEN
CONSTANCE JABLONSKI
ALESSANDRA AMBROSIO
TATJANA PATITZ
RIANNE TEN HAKEN
SIGRID AGREN
INES SASTRE

THEY WERE SCOUTED BY EML

VITTORIA
CERRETI

SERGE
RIGVAVA

JOSEPHINE
LE TUTOUR

MATTHEW
BELL

MANUELA
FREY

GRETA
VARLESE

PAULINE
HOARAU

MARYLOU
MOLL

ANTONINA
PETKOVIK

ANITA
ZET

A YEAR
OF ELITE MODEL LOOK

ONLINE CASTING
From February to September each year, Elite Model Look releases the Facebook
casting application which is promoted across all EML digital properties.

Participants can easily upload a photo to enter the contest. The public can browse

through all entries and support (‘like’) their favorite contestants. This generates
significant traffic and fan acquisition.

TARGETS Girls and boys 14 to 25 years old,
family, friends.

SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES
 Logo/branding on all digital tools.
 Hotlink to the partners’ website.
 Commercial incentive quiz.

LIVE
CASTINGS
EML organizes hundreds of castings in malls that attract a large
number of girls & boys who dream to become top models.
A full-day event in an Elite Model Look branded village: welcome
desk, make-up and hair-dressing, press center, partner stands…
The castings generally take place over a period of 3 months.
To support the castings, EML implements multi-channel
communication tools to ensure maximum visibility for partners.

LOCATIONS Major shopping centers
TARGETS 350,000 contestants worldwide attend
EML live castings every year.

AUDIENCE Girls and boys14-25 years old, families and
friends, general mall traffic, press, TV format (Example in France in
2014: 550,000 contacts witnessed the 10 castings in Unibail malls,
and several millions saw the EML advertising campaign in these malls).

SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES
 Reach thousands of potential consumers with brand exposure
on all the castings communication tools: ground & digital.
 Sampling toward a very targeted audience
 Showcase expertise & products inside the casting village
 Benefit from the event’s press participation to convey a “fashion”
image
 Brand name in the casting radio spot
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NATIONAL
CASTING

LOCATION VIP Venue.

The last step before the National Final, this event brings

SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES

together a shortlist of EML candidates in order to select

 Logo/branding on all communication tools: ground &
digital.
 Benefit from the event’s press participation to
convey a “fashion” image.
 Create a special event linked to the announcement
of the Finalists

the 10-25 finalists for each country.

TARGETS Contestants (boys & girls), family.
AUDIENCE Media.

NATIONAL MODEL BOOTCAMP

This 5-day event brings together the finalists who are trained to become elite models.
They undergo a ‘relooking’ session and participate in photo-shootings, rehearsals, interviews…
and other activities organized with our partners.
It allows the elite agents to discover the contestant’s qualities and teach them the basics of their future modeling careers.
Our objective is also to create content and optimize media coverage.

LOCATION Various
AUDIENCE Photographer, model agents, press , tv reporters
SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES





Integration of the partner’s product and services within the event
Organization of special events for partners
Product placement inside all the reportage content
Partners can organize special events and/or photo shoots with the Finalists
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NATIONAL FINAL

A fashion show that showcases each finalist for the first
time. At the end of the show we announce the national
winner. The national winner(s) will continue on and
represent his/her country at the upcoming EML World
Finals.

LOCATION Major entertainment venue.
AUDIENCE Press, TV, between 500
opinion leaders of the fashion industry.

to 1,000

SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES
 Presence on all the communication tools, ground & digital
(logo on plasma screens during the show, page ad in the
official program of the final, logo on the photocall…).
 Logo and short presentation in the official press kit and press
release.
 Product placement inside all the reportage content produced
and the webseries if any.
 Build an incentive promotion campaign (e.g. win VIP
invitations).
 Partner presence in the jury.
 Partner announcements during the show.
 Partner special prize/award.
 Leverage off the VIP/fashion nature of the event to enhance
partners’ commercial relationships through VIP invitations for
top clients and providers.
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WORLD FINAL SHOW

World pop icons
such as Kylie minogue,
Jessie J, Bob Sinclar performed

at the Elite Model Look World Final.

2000 VIP guests - international media & fashion bloggers
80 of the most beautiful girls & boys in the world on stage.
Multiple catwalks by local & international designers
Such as LA PERLA, COURREGES, SHIATZY CHEN, RALPH RUCCI...
With the participation of Elite male & female supermodels

MEDIA EXPOSURE
A one-hour TV show produced by Done & Dusted (Victoria Secrets) is distributed in nearly 100 countries and watched
by 120M people internationally and 240M in China (for a total reach of 360 MILLION worldwide).
On social media, models are the new rock stars. We will take an ‘Instagram’ approach to the event, picking a number of
aspiring male and female models and following their every step with a camera from scouting to the World final, providing an
‘unscripted’ and intimate look at one of the most important casting eventsof the fashion calendar.

’

The 26 x 3 webseries will be released on the Elite video channel and partner websites – backed up with a solid media
plan, audience voting mechanisms and Elite’s social media promotion– ensuring it reaches over 9 million
of young people worldwide. A media value of over 26 million USD.

ELITE LICENSING
15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
In building trendy and refined products and services

IN-HOUSE LICENSING DEPARTMENT
In Paris, Milan, London, Shanghai

DEVELOPMENT OF FASHION
& BEAUTY PRODUCTS
Hand-in-hand with renowned and specialized companies

7 CURRENT LICENCES
Hair and beauty accessories, hair and personal care appliances, watches,
eyewear, bags, fashion accessories, beauty and fashion concepts

PREMIUM DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
Or mass-market for some categories

THANK YOU…
For more information please feel free to contact
LICENSING@ELITEMODELWORLD.COM

www.elitemodellook.com
www.elitemodelworld.com

NOTICE: Proprietary and confidential
All the content of the document (text, figures, lists, financial information, graphics, design, diagrams, as well as other graphic elements
and/or audio and videos), whichever the format used (paper or electronic), is confidential and proprietary to Elite World and affiliates. This
document includes data and information based on the experience, know-how, intellectual/ creative effort of Elite. For these reasons, any of
this material shall be used, reproduced, copied, disclosed, transmitted, transformed, commercialized or communicated, in whole or in part,
neither to third parties nor to the public, without the express and written consent of Elite. Elite © All rights reserved
This presentation is not a contractual proposal and has no binding effects until a final and written contract is entered into between the
parties.

